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Quantum Materials

Im3 (#204)

7O13I

P6/m (#175)

P62m (#189)
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SrBe3O4

AlB2

Beryl

ZrI3
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Balents,
KITP
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Co-Squarate

V6SnSi

(NH4)[(Mo12O36)(AsO4)Mo(MoO)]

NaCl

LTA
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Materials
Stone

Bone

Materials
Pottery
By User:PHG, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=31533

Metal

Glass

Materials

Magnets

By ImGz - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3781690

Materials

Plastic

Materials

Carbon composite

Materials

By NASA - http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/rps/rtg.cfm JPG,
Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=842503

Thermoelectric

Quantum Materials
Materials where quantum physics of electrons generates
interesting properties

Quantum Materials
Materials where quantum physics of electrons generates
interesting properties

Quantum ?

Atoms

Atoms

Atoms

Oxygen

Kepler’s laws

Uncertainty of velocity

Uncertainty principle
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Max Planck

Im

Werner Heisenberg

Uncertainty of position
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Js

Planck’s constant

Uncertainty principle

Werner Heisenberg
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Max Planck
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Waves

Erwin Schrödinger

Uncertainty principle: tighter “lump” of stuff spreads faster

Standing waves

Orbitals

E = hf
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Quantum Materials
There are a lot of quantum materials
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(from Mont St Michel)

Quantum Materials
Three examples:
Metals: the original quantum materials
Superconductors: extreme quantum weirdness
Two dimensional materials: a new twist

Quantum Materials
The first quantum materials: metals

iron, copper, silver,
gold, aluminum,
steel…

By NASA and the European Space Agency.

# of electrons in 1 cm cube of metal:
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
≈ # of stars in the universe

Properties of Metals
Conduct electricity

Conduct heat

Reflect light

Ductile

Early puzzle: Drude theory

Paul Drude
Why don’t electrons slow down from
collisions with the lattice?

Resolution: Quantum liquid
Quantum zero point motion keeps them moving!
“Fermi liquid”: quantum electron fluid

b

Jenny Hoffman, Harvard

Typical electron speed = c/300 = 3,000,000 mi/hr!

Another quantum electron
liquid

White dwarf (Sirius B)

Electronic motion creates “quantum pressure” that prevents
collapse!

Quantum Materials
More exotic quantum materials: superconductors
LEIDEN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS

the historic entry, “practically zero.” The notebook further
records that the helium level stood quite still.
The experiment continued into the late afternoon. At the
end of the day, Kamerlingh Onnes finished with an intriguing
notebook entry: “Dorsman [who had controlled and measured the temperatures] really had to hurry to make the observations.” The temperature had been surprisingly hard to
control. “Just before the lowest temperature [about 1.8 K] was
reached, the boiling suddenly stopped and was replaced by
evaporation in which the liquid visibly shrank. So, a remarkably strong evaporation at the surface.” Without realizing it,
the Leiden team had also observed the superfluid transition
of liquid helium at 2.2 K. Two different quantum transitions
had been seen for the first time, in one lab on one and the
same day!
Three weeks later, Kamerlingh Onnes reported his results at the April meeting of the KNAW.7 For the resistance
of ultrapure mercury, he told the audience, his model had
yielded three predictions: (1) at 4.3 K the resistance should
be much smaller than at 14 K, but still measurable with his
equipment; (2) it should not yet be independent of temperature; and (3) at very low temperatures it should become zero
within the limits of experimental accuracy. Those predictions,
Kamerlingh Onnes concluded,
beenKamerlingh
completelyOnnes
con- (right) and Gerrit Flim, his chief technician, at the helium liquefier in Kamerlingh
Figurehad
1. Heike
firmed by the experiment. Onnes’s Leiden laboratory, circa 1911.
For the next experiment, on 23 May, the voltage resolution of the measurement system had been improved to about
−7
Clay
resistance
R versus
T in very thin to transfer helium to a cryostat with a double-walled con30 nV. The ratio R(T)/R0 at
3 Kstudied
turned out
to be less
than 10temperature
.
goldRand
platinum wires.4 Before July 1908 the lowest avail- tainer and a smaller container connected to an impressive
(The normalizing parameter
0 was the calculated resistance
able temperature
was
14 that
K, atastonwhich solid hydrogen subli- battery of vacuum pumps. “The plan is to transfer, then deof crystalline mercury extrapolated
to 0 °C.)
And
mates under
pressure.
That was low enough to ob- crease pressure, then condense in inner glass, then pump
ishingly small upper sensitivity
limit reduced
held when
T was lowthe almost
linear decrease
ered to 1.5 K. The team, serve
havingthat
explored
temperatures
from of R with T at higher with Burckhardt [pump down to a pressure of] 1/4 mm [Hg],
temperatures
starts
to leveltemperaoff to an almost constant value. then with Siemens pump [to] 0.1 mm.”
4.3 K down to 3.0 K, then
went back up
to higher
Because there was nothing but glass inside the cryostat,
of his KNAW
reports,
Kamerlingh
Onnes even mentures. The notebook entryIninone
midafternoon
reads:
“At 4.00
[K]
tioned
a trace
of a minimum
R(T) plot, which indicates the experiment worked well and a new low-temperature
not yet anything to notice
of rising
resistance.
At 4.05 in
[K]the
not
record was registered: roughly 1.1 K. The goal of the next exthat he originally
believed in Kelvin’s model.
yet either. At 4.12 [K] resistance
begins to appear.”
almost
linear R(T)
That entry contradicts theThe
oft-told
anecdote
aboutbehavior
the key of platinum above 14 K periment, four months later, was to continue measuring R(T)
made
that metal
suitable
as a secondary thermometer. It was for the platinum resistor that had previously been calibrated
role of a “blue boy”—an
apprentice
from
the instrumentmuch
more
convenient
than appelthe helium gas thermometer down to 14 K. But the experiment failed because the extra
maker’s school Kamerlingh
Onnes
had
founded. (The
Kamerlingh
Onnes
had As
been
lation refers to the blue uniforms
the boys
wore.)
theusing.
story But a disadvantage was heat capacity of the resistor caused violent boiling and fast
the platinum
thermometer’s
rather
goes, the blue boy’s sleepy
inattention
that afternoon
hadlarge size: 10 cm long and evaporation of the freshly transferred liquid helium. So it was
decided to drastically change the transfer system. And that
let the helium boil, thus about
raising1 cm
the wide.
mercury above its 4.2-K
The resistance
of the
metal wires
transition temperature and signaling
the new
state—by
its depended on the chem- would take another nine months.
Meanwhile, interest in the low-temperature behavior of
ical and physicalapurity
of the
materials.
For instance, Kamerreversion to normal conductivity—with
dramatic
swing
of
lingh Onnes showed that the resistance increase due to solids was growing rapidly. Specific-heat experiments carthe galvanometer.
admixturesrather
of silver
to the purest available gold ried out in Berlin and Leiden exhibited unexpected decreases
The experiment wasadding
done small
with increasing
than
temperature
and proportional to the con- with descending temperatures. For the first time, quantum
decreasing temperatureswas
because
that wayindependent
the temperature
of added
So, under
improving purity would yield phenomena were showing up at low temperature. Kamerchanged slowly and the centration
measurements
couldsilver.
be done

4K = -273C

Kamerlingh Onnes

Figure 4. Historic plot of resistance (ohms) versus temperature (kelvin) for mercury from the 26 October 1911 experiment shows the superconducting transition at 4.20 K.
Within 0.01 K, the resistance jumps from unmeasurably
small (less than 10–6 Ω) to 0.1 Ω. (From ref. 9.)

1911 data on mercury
the cryostat—just in case the helium transfer worked.
The mercury resistor was constructed by connecting
seven U-shaped glass capillaries in series, each containing a
small mercury reservoir to prevent the wire from breaking
during cooldown. The electrical connections were made by
four platinum feedthroughs with thin copper wires leading to
the measuring equipment outside the cryostat. Kamerlingh
Onnes followed young Holst’s suggestion to solidify the mercury in the capillaries by cooling them with liquid nitrogen.

Zero electrical resistance below a “critical temperature”
The first mercury experiment
To learn what happened on 8 April 1911, we just have to follow the notes in notebook 56. The experiment was started at

Circulating Currents
Electromagnet: you can make this at home

(but not this)

al shift indicating a false decrease.
Run two extended over. a period of 37 days, beginning 9 days after the end of run one. The data
are shown in Fig. 3. The solid lines are leastsquares fits of the data to the leading terms of an

FIG. 1. Construction of solenoid.

tended over a period of 21 days, and was terminated at that time because of two coincidental accidents —one a failure in the electronic system,
exponential decay,
and the other a mechanical shock to the system
(i)
a =B,(l- t/~),
which probably disturbed the position of some of
the turns and the position of the probe. The super- where B = observed field strength, Bo = field
current, however, was maintained, and the experi- strength at time zero, and r = time constant of the
circuit, giving the results shown in Table I. The
ment continued. The observed data of run one
result of run two is consistent with that of run one.
seemed to indicate a real field decay. Since the
VOLUME 10, NUMBER 3
1 FEBRUARY
LETTERShas been made
1963
the data
to correlate
An attempt
maximum, REVIEW
from the field PHYSICAL
probe had been displaced
with the work of Kim, Hempstead, and Strnad
it was not possible to determine the contribution
Table I. Results of least-squares fit.
In
based on the flux-creep theory of Anderson.
to apparent decrease in field by this mechanical
of the form
field decays
their
Run twowere observed
Run one work,
shift.
electronics was sub- 2104. 88232 + 0. 000049
of(gauss)
A slightly inferior set 80
2104. 88118 + 0. 000085
-+ 0.cln(t/t
B =8
to (1.684 + 0. 19) x 10~
technique
stituted and the measuringObserved
15) x 10 ),
(2. 022
slope (gausschanged
jh)
C
C
before each 144 500+ 16300
maximum
119 450 + 8700
Time constant
reposition the probe to field
(yr)
the equivalent
4.where
3 x 10
4. 9 x 10 field as a function of time,
scatter in
B is the observed
Upper limit tomore
This introduces
measurement.

Persistent Currents

Current in a superconducting ring can
flow indefinitely without a battery

“permanent
electromagnet”

'

2~

resistivity Nb-25% Zr wire
(ohm-cm)

6. 5 x 10-~~

Maximum resistance of spot
Flf LD weld, assuming
RUN itI to be enGAuSS tire resistance of circuit (ohm)
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B,

and the terms
c, and t are constants.
The decay rates given, respectively, by the two
expressions (1) and (2) are

t,
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B)/c].
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8=2I04.88I I 8{I-Q,6lxl0 t)
in runs one or two. However, if the effect described by relationship (2) were the only decay
mechanism operating, the slope would be so much
greater at the highera dlfield 0 that 0the decay would be
very apparent.
+ 0op 0
This follows from0 (4)o by
taking the ratio of
slopes at two different field levels, B, and B,:
e~

),

0B,
d 8/dt
, (B—
2I04$%
The
runs one and two were made at approximately
dBJdt
c
(
600 gauss below critical field, which is too low to
allow a comparison between relationships (l) and
Expression (2) may be rewritten as
(2) in a, relatively short period of time. ConseB =B'- clnt,
quently, run three was undertaken at approximately
The data for?20
run
where950
field. 480
36 gauss below the critical
240
I200
I440
—
three are shown in Fig. 4. Difficulty in attaining
7l E HOURS
B' =8 +clnt
a field close to the critical field required the coil
C
C
to be driven normal and re-energized some 50
and
FIG.caused the
Experimental
times. The cycling
homogeneity ofdata for runs one and two.
the field over the length of the sample to deteriodB/dt = c/t.
IIII

3.

File and Mills, 1962
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Meissner Effect
Superconductors forcibly expel magnetic fields

Vortices
If more magnetic field is forced in, it forms vortices

Alexei Abrikosov

Pulsars
Fast rotating neutron stars

“glitch”: sudden change in
rotation speed

Vortices of proton superconductor escaping?

What’s going on?

Ordinary electron fluid

Superconductor: all electrons
move in a single wave

BCS theory
John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, and Robert Schrieffer
Figured out how this works for most superconductors
(1957 - Nobel prize 1972)
Bob Schrieffer with Walter Kohn at ITP in 1982.

Schrieffer was at UCSB from
1980-1992, and was the second ITP
director

Critical temperature

High-Tc materials

High Tc: ceramics
Before high-Tc: metals
BCS

non-BCS

High Tc phase diagram

Controlling the lattice
Via chemistry:

Many possibilities, but every one is a new crystal to grow

Graphene
Just carbon
Advent of graphene and 2D van der Waals materials
Record properties of graphene :

(2010)

(2004)

(2010)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(2011)

Thinnest imaginable material
one atom thick
2
Highest surface area
2630 m /g
Transparent to light
97.7 %
Ultra-broadband absorbtion
uV - THz
Stiffest material
1 TPa
Strongest material
130GPa
Most stretchable material
20%
Record thermal conductivity
6000 W/mK
Highest current density at RT
106 > copper
Highest intrinsic mobility
100 > Si
Lightest charge carrier
massless Dirac fermions
Longest mean free path at room temp
microns
Easily functionalised and process able
Impervious to even He

(2014)

2d materials

VdW heterostructures – clean coupling over <1nm
Co-lamination transfer technique

“scotch tape”
A. Geim, et. al. Nature (2013);

C.Dean, P. Kim, J. Hone, et. al. Science (2013);

DEMO

Moiré

mohair

6°

Moiré pattern

6°

Triangular lattice

2°

1°

am=13.4nm

The magic angle!

(EF > 0). In Fig. 1e we show the current–voltage (I–Vxx, where Vxx
is the four-probe voltage, as defined in Fig. 1a) curves of device M2
at different temperatures. We observe typical behaviour for a twodimensional superconductor. The inset shows a tentative fit of the
same data to a Vxx ∝ I3 power law, as is predicted in a Berezinskii–
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition in two-dimensional superconductors23.
This analysis yields a Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition temperature of TBKT ≈ 1.0 K at n = −1.44 × 1012 cm−2, where, as before,

the competition between the Coulomb energy
energy due to confinement of the electronic s
near the magic angle; these gaps give rise to ins
the integer fillings18. One possible mechanism
to the gap mechanism in Mott insulators, but
degeneracy (for the case of ±2 electrons) from
nal graphene Brillouin zone17,18,25,26. In the v
per unit cell (n ≈ −1.3 × 1012 cm−2 to n ≈ −1.

Magic angle graphene
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World Breakthrough of the year, 2018
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(MIT)
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Figure 2 | Gate-tunable superconductivity in magic-angle TBG.
a, Two-probe conductance G2 = I/Vbias of device M1 (θ = 1.16°) measured
in zero magnetic field (red) and at a perpendicular field of B⊥ = 0.4 T
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Magic angle graphene
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moiré lattice
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Eva Andrei
(Rutgers)
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Bottom layer (sublattice A/B)
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Fig. 1 | STM/STS near the magic angle. a, Schematic of sample geometry
and STM experiment. Vg is back-gate voltage, and Vb is bias voltage.
b, STM topography of TBG (upper panel) for twist angle θ ≈ 1.07° (taken
at Vb = 200 mV, I = 10 pA, where I is the current). The different stacking
configurations (AA, AB and BA) discussed in the text are shown in the
lower panel. c, Main panel, dI/dV spectra taken in the AA regions for
the fully occupied (red curve; Vg = +55 V) and empty (green curve;
Vg = –55 V) band (taken at Vb = –200 mV, I = 20 pA). The Fermi energy

0.0
Bias (V)

0.1

0.2

–0.2

0.0
Bias (

Electrons form a
“liquid crystal”?

the spectrum in the AB region taken at V
panel. d, dI/dV spectrum in the centre of
neutrality point (Vg = 0 V), showing the
splits the DOS peak (taken at Vb = −200
bands (peaks around –0.1 V and +0.12 V
flat band. e, Evolution of the peak with ga
the AA region, ranging from highly p-do
(Vg = −57 V) to highly n-doped where it

Magic angle graphene

Dimitri Efetov
(Barcelona)

•
•
•

Phase diagram

CS – correlated state
SC – superconducting state
BI – band insulator

Several
superconductors
and other states!

3 new superconducting domes close to CNP
and ν = ±1 and doubling of Tc > 3K

Magic angle graphene
“Quantum anomalous Hall effect”
Andrea Young
(UCSB)
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Thanks

PS Check out this coloring book made
by some QM scientists at Oxford

